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Cohort studies are research studies that collect data from a 
specific population of individuals over time to measure asso-
ciations between risk factors (or exposures) and health out-

comes. Many longitudinal cohort studies were initiated in the latter 
half of the last century to better understand aging trajectories and 
factors that influence health and longevity. These cohorts, from all 
life stages and across generations, have informed knowledge about 
origins of diseases including risk for and protection from poor 
health later in life. The remarkable expansion of biomedical science 
has brought detailed and ever-increasing genotyping and biologi-
cal phenotyping to cohort studies, and many cohorts have incorpo-
rated such approaches, increasing the breadth of data gathered on 
individuals. Cohort studies’ findings are of particular value because 
they can be interpreted in the context of their original population 
sampling. Care has often been taken with many of these cohorts that 
their sampling represents known populations.

Alongside these developments, improved biostatistical methods 
have driven recognition that very large numbers of participants 
are required to detect very small but potentially important biologi-
cal pathways. Methods such as pattern detection, machine learning 
and ever-evolving computational tools are developed to ‘mine’ data-
sets. The creation of huge cohorts focused on mid-life and mainly 
based on large size emerged as a highly attractive new investment for 
researchers, funders, politicians and nations. We refer to these proj-
ects as LSVD. These involve recruiting research volunteers in num-
bers of hundreds of thousands to millions. Many LSVD have sprung 
up across the world this millennium, most particularly in high-
income countries, including in the UK (UK Biobank), the US (All of 
US), Canada (CanPath), Germany (NAKO), Japan (Biobank Japan), 
Taiwan (Taiwan Biobank) and Finland (FinnGEN), among others1. 
Together with the usual extensive data collected from participating 
individuals by questionnaires, LSVD incorporate technologies to col-
lect data in varied modalities, including multiple forms of omics and 
imaging. Many are linked to administrative records such as hospital 

admissions and primary care and social care records and are geo-
coded to contextual environmental data such as indices of air quality 
or socioeconomic deprivation. One of the most well known of these 
national investments is the UK Biobank (https://www.ukbiobank.
ac.uk/), with half a million participants, 40–70 years old at baseline, 
supported by a £200 million investment. It is described on its website 
as a ‘large-scale biomedical database and research resource, contain-
ing in-depth genetic and health information’, ‘a major contributor to 
the advancement of modern medicine and treatment’ and ‘a power-
ful resource for public health’ (19 June 2022).

In this Perspective, we describe observations arising from dis-
cussions with colleagues and trainees, from trends in journals and 
media and from our experience as peer reviewers noting the expo-
nential growth of LSVD publications. The promise of investments 
in LSVD is that they will provide definitive answers on the rela-
tionship of biological and sociodemographic factors with individual 
health outcomes that can then improve biomedical understanding 
and public health. As such, LSVD have attracted intense politi-
cal, commercial, societal and scientific interest, leading to public 
investment on a scale approaching that for initiatives in defense, 
space exploration or atomic physics. Across countries, this LSVD 
approach has already reached several hundred million dollars col-
lectively and is set to exceed billions in the future. Will LSVD yield 
findings that transform our understanding of disease processes and 
disease genesis? Many argue that they will and already have. But 
given that the pool of research funding is finite, others informally 
express concern that LSVD will, like a cuckoo in the epidemio-
logical nest, consume an ever-increasing proportion of the health 
research monies that even high-income countries set aside. LSVD 
are set to be high-priced monocultures redolent of agribusiness, in 
which the same data soil is tilled by multiple harvesters, produc-
ing the crop of publications. There is an expressed concern that this 
monoculture creates an environment in which the diversity of our 
research approaches is being reduced (Fig. 1).
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We believe that now is a good time to step back with a reflection 
on the contribution of LSVD to the kind of knowledge generation 
required for the health challenges faced by global aging societies. 
In this Perspective, we lay out our areas of concern, and we call on 
funders and the research community to initiate a more systematic, 
independent review that would inform future decision making 
regarding LSVD investments. As experienced investigators who 
direct multi-decade and cross-generation smaller-scale cohorts and 
who have also published with LSVD and nationwide administrative 
linkage data, we will discuss our impressions of the limitations of 
LSVD and consider learnings and implications for future research, 
including the need for adequate scientific reporting, the distribution 
of investments, future costs, societal and environmental impacts 
and relevance in the context of health inequalities and sustainabil-
ity. This is not a formal review; instead, we draw on examples when 
possible to illustrate specific comments.

A glossary of technical terms can be found in Box 1.

LVSD are not representative of the general population
An important part of the value of epidemiological studies depends 
on how closely their findings apply to the general population and 
therefore on how representative of that population their sample is. 
Compared to the general population, there are many reports from 
LSVD about how their participants differ2–11. Participants tend 
to be older, female, less urban, better educated, taller and white, 
have higher incomes, live in socioeconomically well-off areas, 
consult their doctors less often and require fewer medications. In 
other words, LSVD participants have less adversity and disadvan-
tage across their life courses and therefore cannot be assumed to  

represent the general population and the diversity within popula-
tions. LSVD participants have been reported to have lower rates of 
most health risks and conditions. Examples from empirical pub-
lications include overweight and obesity, tobacco smoking, daily 
alcohol drinking, early menarche, asthma, dyslipidemia, dementias, 
neuroticism, schizophrenia, anxiety, depression, eating disorders 
and other mental health disorders, special educational needs, long-
term illnesses, cancers, self-reported health conditions and all-cause 
mortality. This empirically documented ‘healthy volunteer bias’ 
compromises the generalizability of findings to more vulnerable 
populations who account for most of the burden of disease. And yet 
many LSVD publications implicitly lead to the conclusion that they 
can analyze life course adversity and that their findings generalize 
beyond their participants.

Many LSVD examine bias, and some have acknowledged at the 
outset that their volunteers were never intended to represent the 
population2–4,8. One often cited example, the UK Biobank, invited 
approximately 9 million UK residents, obtaining a 6% response rate 
of people who volunteered and became participants, a 6% that is 
known to be characterized by healthy volunteer bias5. One argument 
made in favor of recruiting healthier individuals at baseline is that 
some participants will in due course develop illnesses and therefore 
allow the study of health decline from baseline. However, this argu-
ment does not nullify concerns about representation, because, even 
when a condition develops in the healthier people in these stud-
ies, findings may not tell us much about the sort of health decline 
that accounts for the population’s burden of disease. Perhaps this is 
best illustrated by a specific example: is it reasonable to assume that 
the course of diabetes that develops in a healthy, advantaged LSVD 

Fig. 1 | The potential creation of research monocultures. Will monocultures of data sources from a few gigantic fields of LSVD increasingly dominate the 
landscape of research?
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participant enrolled at the age of 65 years with a life expectancy 
of 100 years will generalize to the course of diabetes in a 65-year-
old with diabetes onset earlier in life and who experienced lifelong 
major disadvantage? Probably not, but this is an empirical question. 
There is evidence of different natural histories depending on dis-
advantage for notionally the same condition (recorded in routine 
health record diagnoses, for example, see ref. 12).

This rapid reflection on illness burden in whole populations 
quickly establishes that disease burdens in societies do not predom-
inantly arise from the people taking part in LSVD. This is some-
thing that a check against epidemiological incidence patterns in 
true population samples can help to determine. A check would be 
particularly important for conditions such as cognition, dementia 
and frailty. We are concerned that the assumption of generalizability 
from LSVD to whole populations is a giant leap, not a small step. An 
illustration of this leap is the reporting of cognitive profiles in one 
LSVD, in which there may not only be participation bias but also 
gendered differences in such bias, rendering interpretation chal-
lenging13. We further discuss below LSVD biases and limitations 
and their implications for the generalizability of findings.

Age, life course, race and ethnicity. LSVD websites for databanks 
mention disparities, life course, public health and age-related out-
comes. However, our informal but extensive scrutiny of what is pre-
dominant activity and what is emphasized in the promotion of these 
LSVD on websites and in media as well as in LSVD outputs suggests 
that instead there is a heavy focus on biomedical characterization 

of individual diseases and their molecular natural histories. In our 
opinion on extensive review of outputs, there is scant mention of 
quality of life or well being, even when there has been measurement 
of relevant variables. One illustration is the German Cohort Study 
(NAKO), in which the emphasis is as stated above but with broader 
intention including health economic analysis. Given the response 
rate of under 20% for NAKO (https://nako.de/, visited 19 June 
2022) including challenges in migrant population representation 
and retention, there is clearly a jeopardy in assuming that analyses 
from this study will really represent population need in Germany14.

An important consideration in the context of adequate popula-
tion representation is age. Although LSVD’s recruited age groups 
do vary and some include early adulthood, there is an emphasis 
on participants in mid-life to early late life. Although some LSVD 
remotely track mortality and care service engagement, most LSVD 
miss the stages at the end of life. Most also miss the early-life stages, 
despite the fact that longitudinal cohort studies have consistently 
established the vital importance of early-life stages for adult health. 
Early-life exposures and characteristics such as childhood adversity, 
lead exposure, childhood cognitive ability, childhood self-control, 
adolescent tobacco smoking and educational attainment are able 
to predict older-adult morbidity and mortality outcomes decades 
later15. When such key data are excluded, this creates challenges  
for the interpretation and generalizability of findings. As an exam-
ple, LSVD may gather participants’ retrospective reports of child-
hood, but retrospective measures of early-life adversity, in which 
adult respondents recall their childhoods, are known to identify 

Box 1 | glossary

Attrition: attrition rates are values that indicate the rate of partici-
pant dropout in longitudinal studies.

Cohort study: a form of longitudinal study used in medicine 
and social science beginning with a group of individuals with a 
common defining characteristic, for example, a birth year.

Cohort effect: variations in characteristics among individuals  
who are defined by some shared temporal experience or common 
life experience or exposure, such as year of birth or exposure to 
leaded fuel.

Collider bias: if two unrelated characteristics both influence 
a third, such as the recruitment in a study, this can create the 
spurious appearance of associations.

Diagnostic criteria: set of agreed symptoms, signs and investigation 
results that make up a clinical diagnosis, defined and usually 
agreed upon by consensus among leading international experts.

Effect size: number measuring the strength of the relationship 
between two variables in a population or population sample.

Exposure: a variable with causal effect to be estimated including 
environmental and contextual factors, such as lived environments, 
medical conditions, treatments and genetics. Examples of 
exposures assessed by epidemiological studies are environmental 
and lifestyle factors, socioeconomic and working conditions, 
medical treatments and genetic traits. Exposures may be harmful, 
beneficial or a combination of both.

External validity: the validity of applying the conclusions of a 
scientific study outside the context of that study.

Large-scale volunteer database: databases made up of health 
information provided by hundreds of thousands of volunteers.

Omics: characterization and quantification of multiple biological 
measures that relate to structure, function and dynamics of an 
organism or organisms.

Healthy volunteer bias: volunteers for research have lower rates of 
disease and mortality than non-volunteers, a difference that can 
bias external validity of findings.

High-education bias: volunteers for research tend to have higher 
levels of educational attainment than non-volunteers.

Heritability: a measure of the genetic contribution to a phenotype 
in the population studied.

Incidence: the proportion of an at-risk population developing a 
given condition during a specified time period or aggregated 
person-years of observation.

Phenotype: an individual's observable states and traits, a 
combination in any given individual of genetic and environmental 
influences from pre-conception to end of life.

Prevalence: the proportion of a population with a defined 
condition or state at a specific time.

Provenance: ‘The fact of coming from some particular source or 
quarter; origin, derivation’ (ref. 55).

Reverse causation: X and Y are associated but not in the way 
assumed because instead of X causing a change in Y, it is really the 
other way around: Y causes changes in X.

Survivor bias: survival bias is a type of sampling error or  
selection bias that occurs when individuals recruited for a study 
are those who lived past a certain age while those who died  
are ignored.
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different people than do valid prospective adversity measures  
and to yield different findings16. This concern is not only limited  
to LSVD but applies to studies with later-age recruitment. The 
scale of such variation of findings according to sampling age is,  
we believe, underexplored.

Compared to the general population, fewer databank volunteers 
are black or brown people or those from diverse cultures. A few 
LSVD do aim to improve representation of such understudied eth-
nic ancestry or cultural groups. As one example, the American All 
of Us databank, aiming for 1 million participants, has enrolled about 
275,000 volunteers as core participants since 2018 and reported that 
80% of them belong to understudied groups17. However, there are 
concerns in the research community that individuals from minor-
ity ethnic groups who volunteer are not necessarily representative 
of their ethnic populations. The potential for differential response 
rates by ethnicity has not been documented systematically, but it 
is widely known that it is difficult to recruit minority ethnic par-
ticipants and that many ethnic groups are reluctant to engage with 
medical research. Exacerbated healthy volunteer bias seems likely to 
characterize the members of understudied groups who are willing 
to volunteer and be retained14. Moreover, because of higher mor-
tality rates at all life stages in minority ethnic populations, survi-
vor bias also seems likely to disproportionately characterize LSVD 
participants from under-represented ethnic groups. Survivor bias 
occurs when individuals recruited for a study are those who lived 
past a certain age and those who already died are ignored. As a 
consequence, those participants who do take part in LSVD may be 
even less representative of their peers than participants from main-
stream groups. There is a danger that adding extra weight to the 
data from ethnic participants who are healthier and more affluent 
than their ethnic group in general will exacerbate data bias rather 
than improve it as claimed.

Diseases, illnesses and disorders can present differently in dif-
ferent socioeconomic and age groups as noted above12. Thus, LSVD 
findings may provide value only for certain groups within the popu-
lation. As an example, most dementia and severe cognitive impair-
ment in high-income countries occurs in the older old and those 
close to death18,19, whereas onset occurs earlier in people from dis-
advantaged or minority groups20. As the old, the poor, those from 
minorities and the vulnerable are under-represented in LVSD, find-
ings on conditions such as dementia and severe cognitive impair-
ment are not generalizable to these groups. A key illustration here is 
that the earlier-onset dementias in LSVD participants who tend to 
be under the age of 80 years (only a minority of dementia incident 
cases in high-income countries) will be associated with clear-cut 
pathologies such as signs of Alzheimer’s disease. By contrast, by far 
the most dementia cases in the population onset after the age of 80 
years and are less clear-cut, mixed pathology in nature21–23.

Estimation of disease occurrence and risk. As discussed above, 
it is clear that LSVD are prone to the healthy volunteer bias that 
emerges because people who volunteer to join LSVD tend to come 
from more advantaged sectors of society and are healthier than a 
randomly selected sample of the population. This initial recruit-
ment bias is likely further exacerbated because participants who 
continue with the databank over time tend to be even healthier 
than initial joiners who later drop out or provide incomplete data. 
Especially relevant for aging research, healthy volunteer bias is even 
worse among the LSVD’s older-adult members because unhealthy 
adults of the same birth generations may have already died before 
the databank recruited its participants or will die before follow-up 
(survivor bias). Whether neuroimaging findings can truly pro-
vide age measurement as claimed in one output from the German 
Cohort Study requires scrutiny of just who participated in this 
intensive phase of investigation, given the many exclusion criteria 
for neuroimaging24.

Healthy volunteers in LSVD are also genetically different from 
the general population6,7,10. In genome-wide analysis, single-nucleo-
tide polymorphism-based heritability explained a fifth to a third of 
ongoing databank participation10. People carrying genes known to 
increase risk for tobacco smoking, overweight, neuroticism, schizo-
phrenia, attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder and depression 
were less likely to provide data to LSVD6,7. People carrying genes 
associated with higher educational attainment and better health are 
more likely to take part in LSVD25.

One of the consequences of the healthy volunteer bias is that 
LSVD are unsuitable for estimating the population’s prevalence of 
a health condition. We have observed that scientific findings about 
prevalence are unfortunately often reported and accepted at face 
value. This observation is based on our scrutiny of publications aris-
ing from databanks, including a specific search of the UK Biobank 
website for the term ‘prevalence’, and is illustrated in these exam-
ples26,27. From an epidemiological and public health perspective, 
however, prevalence or incidence estimates must be obtained from a 
population of known provenance and claims about generalizability 
can only be supported by demonstrating that the population studied 
is indeed representative of the relevant population.

Some supporters of LSVD have stated that a sample’s lack of rep-
resentativeness should not be regarded as a scientific limitation and 
have reported that healthy volunteer bias should not reduce science 
consumers’ trust in their estimates of associations between past 
exposures, diseases and future prognostic outcomes28–33. It has also 
been argued that LSVD show less dropout and attrition than would 
be expected in samples that began as population representative. It 
has even been asserted that representativeness is over-rated and is 
not a reasonable research aim33. These arguments should be open 
to careful scrutiny including simulations and biostatistical testing 
because many experts disagree with these reassurances that it is 
safe to make inferences from findings based on LSVD7,25,34–38. Many 
experts advise against estimating the co-occurrence of diseases in 
a databank with healthy volunteer bias because two diseases might 
seem to be associated when they are not. For example, if two char-
acteristics both influence volunteering for an LSVD, this can create 
the spurious appearance of associations in the data, known as col-
lider bias39. Volunteers also tend to come from geographical areas 
that have different prevalence of diseases compared to the popula-
tion, which can generate spurious associations. Research on coro-
navirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) provides an illustration of these 
concerns. UK Biobank members who were tested for COVID-19 
showed even more bias with regard to genetic, behavioral, health 
and demographic characteristics than the rest of UK Biobank  
participants, and authors cautioned against drawing conclusions 
about COVID-19 disease from these participants, because of the 
likelihood of collider bias40.

Experts caution that the size of associations estimated in healthy 
volunteers is often inaccurate, noting that healthy volunteer bias can 
not only inflate associations but sometimes can deflate associations 
toward the null25,38. Shrunken effect sizes are a problem for health 
policy because they could conceal true causes of disease from sight. 
Exaggerated effect sizes, on the other hand, pose a different prob-
lem because they raise expectations that similarly large effects will 
apply later, in real-world diverse populations. Such expectations are 
often disappointed, but disappointment usually only ensues after an 
inflated finding has led to funding of costly prevention schemes and 
clinical trials. In one well-known example, a large volunteer study of 
nurses reported that hormone-replacement therapy was associated 
with a halved risk of heart disease. This finding prompted a large 
randomized clinical trial of hormone therapy that subsequently, 
after great expense, revealed that there was no real association 
between hormone replacement and heart disease41. The original 
finding was inflated in part by healthy volunteer bias because par-
ticipants who used hormone-replacement therapy also tended to 
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have healthy lifestyle behaviors known to reduce the risk of future 
heart disease.

The need for more transparency in reporting
The best-funded LSVD have created quasi-industrial processes to 
ensure quality control and standardization in data collection. While 
some of the research is carried out by scientists directly involved 
in these databanks, the data resources generated are by design 
‘open’ and meant to be mined by numerous other scientists who 
were not involved in the data-collection efforts, at their ‘Researcher 
Workbenches’ (for example, ref. 42). This industrialization of data 
capture and the open-access mandates associated with LSVD data 
have some undeniable value. However, it also means that data analy-
sis is detached from knowledge of participants within their com-
munities, which increases the risk that the provenance, population 
terms and deep knowledge of variables in such datasets will not be 
fully understood by data users or by consumers of LSVD findings.

The enormous numbers of participants in LSVD are impressive 
and, as a consequence, the media, politicians, the public and even 
scientists may assume that any finding that has been derived from a 
dataset based on so many people must be both true and important. 
Neither are necessarily the case. Warnings about the risks of healthy 
volunteer bias have been too frequently ignored or dismissed by 
researcher–analysts of LSVD or by science consumers using the 
outputs of LSVD. Many do not know about healthy volunteer bias 
and its attendant risks. Partially informed consumers place (under-
standably) too much confidence in findings35,41,43. Proponents of 

LSVD are partly to blame for less-than-transparent communica-
tion. For example, published statements reassure readers that the 
large size of the UK Biobank in itself guarantees that findings can be 
generalized to the full population with statements such as ‘although 
UK Biobank is not suitable for deriving generalizable disease preva-
lence and incidence rates, its large size and heterogeneity of expo-
sure measures provide valid scientific inferences of associations 
between exposures and health conditions that are generalizable to 
other populations’ (ref. 5; our emphasis).

It has been noted by some that many researchers who use LSVD 
data are not sufficiently transparent when communicating their 
findings29,44,45. Although there are some excellent cohort-specific 
reflections on strengths and limitations and analytical approaches 
to try to mitigate challenges, these are not universal nor, in our view, 
can the methods entirely address the limitations46. Some LSVD 
researchers using the data do make extra efforts to examine exter-
nal validity of the data, with outcomes that are sometimes reassur-
ing and sometimes not5,17,26. However, many researchers focus on 
size, precision and power, ignoring healthy volunteer bias, perhaps 
not understanding it themselves. Sometimes an apparently high 
response rate is quoted from the most recent stage of an LSVD, with-
out mentioning that the initial stages had a tiny response, thereby 
misleading those reading into thinking that the response rate indi-
cates generalizability24. It is also unfortunately rare for publications 
from LSVD to report rates of recruitment and rates of follow-up 
attrition, present empirical comparisons between sample and pop-
ulation, check effect sizes on a ‘quasi’ population-representative  

Table 1 | recommendations for best practices and transparent reporting in studies using LSVD

Section recommendations

Title Include the word ‘volunteer’ where the title states the design/method.

abstract State that sources of bias are acknowledged in the article.

mention key data descriptors, such as response rate, age, sex or ethnic group.

refrain from making claims about generalizability in the abstract.

Methods report the rate of participant recruitment to the databank.

report rates of follow-up attrition relevant to analyses in the manuscript.

Give the primary reasons for non-participation at recruitment and follow-up.

report rates of missing data for key variables in the manuscript and explain how missing data were addressed in analyses.

report comparisons between the databank and its general population.

Cite prior publications that have investigated healthy volunteer bias in the databank.

Use structured reporting guidelines such as StrObe and include corresponding checklists as part of the supplementary files.

results Provide a flow diagram showing numbers of individuals at each stage of the manuscript’s analyses: for example, numbers potentially 
eligible, examined for eligibility, confirmed eligible, included in the study, completing follow-up, passing exclusionary criteria for 
analyses and analyzed.

Describe attrition effects by including empirical tests comparing databank participants in the manuscript to databank participants not in 
the manuscript on key variables from the time of initial recruitment.

Analyze a more population-representative subsample drawn from the larger databank to check whether effect sizes from the whole 
databank differ or remain the same. report findings.

If possible, test for replication of the manuscript’s key findings using a different cohort that is more population representative than the 
databank. report findings or state that this test was not feasible, explaining why.

Consider using approaches such as inverse probability of attrition weighting48 or survivor average causal effect49.

Discussion Include a paragraph dedicated to the discussion of the limitations of the findings, explaining differential response and sources of 
potential bias or imprecision, such as age range, birth year, nationality or ethnicity.

Discuss potential biases in terms of both direction and magnitude.

Discuss the generalizability (external validity) of the study results. Specify groups omitted to whom findings may not apply.

explain to readers in plain language that healthy volunteer bias calls for caution when generalizing findings beyond the databank.

Discuss the possibility of collider bias, if relevant.

explicitly mention that observational studies do not establish causal relationships and discuss the possibility of reverse causality.
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subsample drawn from the dataset or even cite prior publications 
that report on the sample’s healthy volunteer bias. These are the 
basics of good science communication, and they are easy to do but 
easy to forget or disregard. Not enough LSVD papers explain to 
readers in plain language that healthy volunteer bias calls for cau-
tion when generalizing findings beyond the sample. One reason  
for the transparency and reporting problems is that perhaps rela-
tively few LSVD users are trained in population-based research. 
When published articles do take the trouble to be forthright about 
uncertainty, the findings are generally more trusted and become 
more influential, a lesson that we can learn from the history of  
climate science.

In our experience, many peer reviewers and journal editors who 
do not appear to be skilled in population research allow authors to 
imply inference of validity and generalizability beyond LSVD par-
ticipants. Often science ‘consumers’ including media and politicians 
amplify these claims. Checklists, such as STROBE (https://www.
strobe-statement.org/) or STROND47, have been developed to use 
when generalizability to populations is being suggested. These have 
still not been sufficiently widely adopted by authors or journals. 
Further approaches to address the biases noted have been devel-
oped including approaches for application to studies focused on 
aging48,49. To help achieve more widespread best practices and trans-
parency in the scientific reporting of LSVD studies, we list in Table 1  
a number of recommendations. As an additional possible step to 
improve reporting, we also propose that users are made aware of the 
caveats that we raised here and should be provided by LSVD data 
distributors with examples of analyses when appropriate phrasing 
and sensitivity analyses or validated analytical approaches, such as 
weighting, are available46. This should then become the norm, with 
publications being expected to demonstrate up front how results 
might be limited or biased and in what direction.

Learnings from small cohort studies
The considerable limitations of cohort studies have been spelt out 
over many decades50, including limitations of statistical power 
and attrition biases, but there is no doubt that these studies have 
reached deeply into people’s lives across decades and indeed genera-
tions. Smaller cohort studies are often geographically or community 
based and are critically dependent on building lasting relationships 
of trust with their participants to ensure long-term participation. 
Both authors have been involved in long-standing studies in specific 
communities over decades, including early and late life. Responses 
of members of a 5-decade legacy cohort study were compared 
against responses of research-naive age mates, revealing that cohort 
members are far more willing to report frankly about illicit activities 
including drug abuse, risky sexual behaviors, intimate partner vio-
lence, child maltreatment and illegal income sources, thereby gen-
erating better data quality (T.E.M., personal communication). This 
data quality could not have been achieved had the research team 
not earned the cohort members’ trust through strict confidentiality 
and data security. A high-response, geographically defined cohort 
of people aged 75 years from the mid-1980s that was followed up 
to death has informed knowledge of late-life transitions including 
cognition, frailty and quality of end of life. Cohort studies have also 
recorded the more contextual and multidimensional life experi-
ence of their participants and families (https://www.cc75c.group.
cam.ac.uk). These include birth cohorts, older person’s cohorts and 
cohorts focusing on disadvantaged communities.

Contemporary cohort studies that have evaluated their capacity 
to recruit from unhealthy vulnerable populations, especially partic-
ipants of advanced age, have shown that this recruitment is intense 
and can be difficult, requiring dedication and major investments of 
finance, skills and time to build enduring trust and long-term good-
will between participants and researchers. The financial investment 
required is not judged in terms of the value of the contribution, 

although it pales when compared to the sums consumed by LSVD. 
The need for community trust and engagement to facilitate research 
of relevance to people’s lives in their contexts is starting to be rec-
ognized by funders such as the UK’s National Institutes of Health 
Research, which is increasing investment into local systems for 
research approaches embedded within communities.

Some may argue that most small-scale cohort studies that start 
out with population-representative samples also develop healthy 
volunteer bias at subsequent follow-ups after selective attrition 
accumulates. However, smaller-scale cohorts that recruit young 
people have the key capacity to link back to their original popula-
tions to compare retained participants against the base population 
in a systematic formal analysis of attrition bias. Such attrition analy-
ses reveal where the biases are and what the biases’ impact might be. 
Given their reliance on volunteer publicity approaches to recruit-
ment, LSVD are not able to provide this vital information.

How can our many concerns be addressed? One option is to 
ensure that health science avoids the danger of all eggs being in one 
basket. Funders and researchers should consider the diversity of 
research designs relative to the diversity of the health challenges that 
societies face. ‘Boutique’ studies that are smaller could provide some 
of the anchoring required for the LSVD data. Analytical approaches 
such as weighting can help, but these cannot create the population 
groupings that simply are not there in LSVD. A careful reflection 
is required about the true place, strengths and limitations of the 
LSVD data themselves. Some of the contemporary cohorts have 
worked hard to ensure the link to populations. Examples include 
the Irish national aging study TILDA as a nationally recruited, 
locally grounded cohort with an emphasis on multidisciplinary 
collaborations that explore lives as they are lived in their commu-
nity51 (https://tilda.tcd.ie/). The Canadian Longitudinal Study on 
Aging, although experiencing low response rates, also has a regional 
engagement approach and transparent attention to respondent deri-
vation52. Other data projects are larger but retain a successful focus 
on population representation and therefore better likelihood of gen-
eralization. These include the US Health and Retirement Study and 
large studies based on health care provision to defined populations 
such as Kaiser Permanente or the Veterans and Health Maintenance 
Organisations (albeit with the limitations of who is in the Health 
Maintenance Organisations). The Dunedin Study in New Zealand 
(T.E.M., associate director) started with a population-representative 
birth cohort and has sustained 94% participation for 5 decades by 
guaranteeing participants security of their confidential data through 
managed access and by investing in human techniques to build  
participant loyalty53.

Discussion
Inequalities and discrimination remain pervasive in global soci-
ety. Generational changes in disease prevalence and changes in the 
nature of disease conditions are also likely. Added to these facts 
are the changed economic circumstances now that global soci-
ety is in the living-with-COVID-19 era. Given these challenges 
going forward, will LSVD be the best investment for human soci-
eties? Indeed, one such exercise has been abandoned (the Taiwan 
Biobank54,55). Is it time for researchers, funders and policy makers 
to step back and think about value for money in LSVD investments 
and the future costs of sustaining LSVD infrastructures? We think 
so. What types of research do societies need to address the United 
Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals in relation to population 
health and well being? The urgency does not relate only to the 
continued investment in databanks. The highly standardized and 
technologically oriented data collection of LSVD perhaps leads to a 
loss of ‘heart and soul’, dislocated from human lives as humans live 
them. Data-mining experts who are not involved in the data-collec-
tion process are unlikely to have knowledge of the individuals con-
tributing data or their communities, cultures and contexts56. Many 
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LSVD users are lacking in experience of what it is to collect primary 
data from people in place, and they often publish findings as given 
facts without adequate interpretations of their meaning for societ-
ies. There is a place for LSVD, although so many, perhaps not? We 
argue for a clear-eyed view of the relative value and contributions 
of different types of research to society, now and into the future, to 
assess the balance of investment and needs of future populations.

The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the vital impor-
tance of public trust in science and highlighted that science must 
be relevant for the populations most at risk. Unfortunately, healthy 
volunteer and other types of recruitment biases inherent to many 
LVSD may lead to the public’s perception that medical research, 
and therefore public research investment, is only for the benefit 
of relatively privileged groups in society. Such a perception could 
further erode the public’s trust in science. In this time of height-
ened public sensitivity to structural racism and social exclusion, 
LSVD could also become a red flag for social movements’ con-
cern about research as these movements aim to improve diversity 
and inclusion. LSVD’s lack of representation of ethnic groups and 
unhealthy vulnerable groups of people is relevant, as is LSVD’s 
lack of investigation of the quality and meaning of lives lived in 
their social, cultural and community contexts. And, although truly 
new findings have emerged from these datasets, arguably these do 
not touch the irrefutable worldwide evidence that inequalities and 
disadvantages are the primary drivers for poor health and mental 
well being for everyone and for unhealthy aging in whole commu-
nities57. Increasing numbers of sweeps, intensity of investigations 
and follow-ups in unrepresentative LSVD cannot redress inherent 
biases and omissions of factors that cause disease in people vulner-
able to unhealthy aging. Our view is that associations derived from 
LSVD cannot guide clinical medicine and public health, as their 
outputs imply and as audiences infer, for all age, gender, ethnic and 
socioeconomic groups.

A further concern noted above regarding LSVD, given the con-
suming investment into such studies, is the assumption that disease 
and disease causation remain the same across time, in different gen-
erations and in different population groupings. Diseases and their 
risk factors can differ markedly across generations, but there has 
been little attention to how so-called historical cohort effects might 
impact underlying biology. For example, there have been historical 
changes in the occurrence of some cancers (deaths from those not 
related to exposure to tobacco are rising), asthma (rising in mid-
life), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, stroke (reduction in 
ischemic varieties), heart attacks (change in electrocardiogram phe-
notype), diabetes (rising type II diabetes) and dementia (reduction 
in incidence)56,58,59. It seems entirely reasonable to hypothesize that, 
just as infectious diseases change across time in their relation to 
human hosts, so do chronic diseases and their biologies. The stark-
est example at present is the evolution of infectious organisms in 
relation to how we interact with other species and our environment, 
such as Escherichia coli pathogenicity and antimicrobial resistance. 
As well as these historical shifts, routine administrative records 
very clearly reflect clinical fashions and changing practice, such as 
changes in diagnostic criteria (for example, refs. 18,60), often driven by 
the commercial sector and vested interests. So, just because a label 
appears in a databank’s medical records over the years, it cannot be 
assumed to be one ‘gold standard’ that defines the same disorder 
across places, generations or time. It seems that much basic epide-
miological training has been abandoned in this regard and needs to 
be re-emphasized. LSVD should prepare themselves and their users 
to study historical shifts in diseases, as well as their causation, given 
the clear changes in the population occurrence of many chronic dis-
eases and the opportunity that this poses to discover new causes.

For those databanks that are currently funded and ongoing with 
their massive and dedicated teams and an understandable vora-
cious need for continued funding, what is possible? Undoubtedly 

knowledge is emerging from databanks that is perceived to be of 
value. We point out here that researchers and science consumers 
need to understand that exact value better. Acknowledging limita-
tions forthrightly in all publications from databanks is an important 
step (Table 1) but just a first step. There should be a deeper reflec-
tion, questioning assumptions about the wider contribution of these 
LSVD to human societies. This is a research question in itself. The 
answers would allow outputs to be contextualized and interpreted 
appropriately, whether it be by politicians, funders, journal editors 
or researchers. It is important that societies retain diversity in the 
nature of their research, and societies must invest in this diver-
sity, not just LSVD monocultures. It is also important that societ-
ies retain pipelines of future researchers across disciplines who pay 
close attention to challenges to human health and well being, within 
and across social groupings. Early-career researchers should have 
boots-on-the-ground experiences of measuring disease and aging, 
not just workstation experience.

Research needs to shift toward informing primary prevention 
at scale in communities, which is where people age and become 
unwell. Research that is valuable for aging societies would address 
inequalities and social drivers of poor health, changes across gen-
erations and differences across communities, cultures and ethnic 
groups, factors that are currently poorly measured by routine 
medical records and data-capture technologies that are discon-
nected from peoples’ lives. Topics of valuable research will include 
the geriatric giants such as falls, incontinence, confusion, demen-
tia, frailty and subjective quality of life. Measuring these topics is 
quite different from measuring biomedical and clinical metrics, 
although such metrics can be integrated to allow a richer under-
standing, from genotype and phenotype to community, locality 
and population.

More broadly, databank investors and leaders need to consider 
how health research funding can contribute to the United Nations’ 
Sustainable Development Goal missions, as well as the now fully 
recognized climate crisis. This essay provides a challenge to data-
bank leaders and journal editors who publish databank findings to 
create more transparency and clarity about LSVD and their limita-
tions. Future outputs from LSVD research are likely to be orientated 
to personalized ‘early detection’ of diseases and disease treatments, 
enterprises that are eagerly anticipated to benefit the pharmaceuti-
cal and technological industries61, and therefore to benefit national 
treasuries through revenues. However, it is important to reflect on 
the future that this implies, a highly biomedicalized, technologized 
and quantified human life course sustained at considerable cost of 
personalized disease treatments at the individual level. This sce-
nario does not align well with the already compelling evidence that 
recommends primary disease prevention at the population level. 
Personalized medicine will also likely increase cost to the environ-
ment, because it is already known that our health care systems, 
whether in diagnostics or treatments, contribute substantially to 
increasing global heating as well as depletion of natural resources 
and energy12. We call on funders to consider an appropriately 
framed review of LSVD that covers contributions made to date, 
including truly new findings versus repeating already established 
findings, cost up to the present and possible scenarios for the future 
including environmental costs of the research itself and the soci-
etal and environmental costs of the anticipated types of outcome, 
including more medicalization of our future selves by diagnostic 
and treatment technologies62–64.

Such a future does not align with global societal challenges 
including addressing climate change, environmental degradation 
and global inequalities. This Perspective invites researchers and 
funders to reflect on the kind of evidence base needed for future 
population health and well being in the context of the Sustainable 
Development Goals42. We should get beyond the shared delusion 
that a big N alone will guarantee the accuracy of findings, their 
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relevance for vulnerable groups and their future usefulness for 
society. It is not enough.
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